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ʢ ʮ֎ަʯ ʮެ༻ʯ ʮڭतʯ ʮܳज़ʯ ʮफڭʯ ʮใಓʯ ʮ౤ࢿɾܦӦʯ ʮ๏཯ɾձܭۀ຿ʯ ʮҩྍʯ
ʮݚڀʯ ʮڭҭʯ ʮٕज़ʯ ʮਓจ஌ࣝɾࠃࡍۀ຿ʯ ʮاۀ಺సۈʯ ʮڵۀʯ ʮٕೳʯ ʣ
ᶄݪଇब࿑ෆՄͷ΋ͷɿ ʢ ʮจԽ׆ಈʯ ʮ୹ظ଺ࡏʯ ʮཹֶʯ ʮबֶʯ ʮݚमʯ ʮՈ଒଺ࡏʯ ʣ
















































































































































































ୈ̎͸ɺ ̎ࠃͷਓޱΛ֓Ͷ೥ྸʹΑͬͯ̏ͭͷੈ୅ʹ෼͚Δɻ  ଈͪɺ ʮࢠͲ΋ੈ୅ʯ ʮब
࿑ੈ୅ʯ ʮҾୀੈ୅ʯʹ۠෼͢Δɻ ʮࢠͲ΋ੈ୅ʯ͸جຊతʹ͸ʮཆҭʯ͞Ε͓ͯΓɺब࿑








୅ʯ͸ඇ࿑ಇྗͰ͋Δ͕ɺ ʮब࿑ੈ୅ʯ͸ɺ ʮޏ༻ʯ ʮࣦۀʯ ʮඇ࿑ಇྗʯͷ̏ͭͷঢ়ଶͷ͍
ͣΕ͔ʹ͋ΔͱԾఆ͢Δɻ
ୈ̐ʹɺ ౰વͷ͜ͱͳ͕Βɺ ࣌ؒͷܦաʹΑͬͯɺ ݸਓ͸ ʮੈ୅ʯ Λॱ࣍௨աͯ͠Ώ͘ɻ


















































































































                                                  
1 զʑͷݚڀάϧʔϓ͕ެදͨ͠ DP ͸ҎԼͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻ 
No.39 ґޫਖ਼఩ʮ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀͷੈ୅ؒར֐ʹؔ͢Δࣄྫݚڀʯ ʢ2001 ೥ 10 ݄ʣ 
No.52 ґޫਖ਼఩ʮ೔ຊʹ͓͚Δ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀ໰୊ͷྺ࢙తਪҠͱࠓޙͷ՝୊ʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 1 ݄ʣ 
No.53 ࠤ໺఩ʮ֎ࠃਓݚमɾٕೳ࣮श੍౓ͷߏ଄ͱػೳʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 1 ݄ʣ 
No.55 Miyoshi, H. lPolicy Problems Relating to the Labor Immigration Control in Japanz ʢ2002
೥ 2 ݄ʣ 
No.60 ґޫਖ਼఩ʮ೔ܥϒϥδϧਓͷҙࣝʹ͓͚Δੈ୅ؒ֨ࠩʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 2 ݄ʣ 
No.74 ੢໺࢙ࢠɾ૔ాྑथʮ೔ຊʹ͓͚ΔϕτφϜਓఆॅऀͷࣾձత౷߹ʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 3 ݄ʣ  
No.70  એݩऎ ʮؖࠃͷ୯७ٕೳ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀड͚ೖΕ੓ࡦʵ੍౓ɾ࣮ଶͱͦͷ՝୊ʵʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 3 ݄ʣ  
No.75 ௡࡚ࠀ඙ɾ૔ాྑथʮ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀͷಋೖͱͦͷࣾձతίετʵఆॅϕτφϜਓΛࣄྫͱ͢Δ 12
                                                                                                                                                             
੓ࡦ࿦తߟҊʵʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 3 ݄ʣ  
No.76 ૔ాྑथɾ௡࡚ࠀ඙ɾ੢໺࢙ࢠʮϕτφϜਓఆॅऀͷब࿑ͱੜ׆ʹؔ͢Δ࣮ଶௐࠪʵௐࠪ݁Ռ
֓ཁʵʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 3 ݄ʣ 
No.94 ࠤ໺఩ʮ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀͷޏ༻ʹؔ͢Δύωϧσʔλͷ෼ੳʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 6 ݄ʣ 
No.130 ԫӳ࿇ɾґޫਖ਼఩ʮ ʰதࠃؼࠃऀʱ̎ੈɾ̏ੈͷڭҭʹؔ͢Δݱঢ়ͱ՝୊ʯ ʢ2002 ೥ 12 ݄ʣ 
No.136 ґޫਖ਼఩ɾੴ࡚௚Ұɾۚঢݠɾԫӳ࿇ʮ֎ࠃਓͷब࿑ͱੜ׆ʹؔ͢Δ࣮ଶௐࠪʵΞϯέʔτ 
        ௐࠪͷ୯७ूܭ݁Ռใࠂʵʯ ʢ2003 ೥ 2 ݄ʣ 
No.149 ૔ాྑथʮ೔ຊʹఆॅ͢ΔϕτφϜܥॅຽͷब࿑ঢ়گʯ ʢ2003 ೥ 4 ݄ʣ 
No.150 ۚঢݠɾґޫਖ਼఩ʮ ʮࡏཹಛผڐՄʯʹؔ͢Δࣄྫݚڀʢ2003 ೥ 5 ݄ʣ 
No.165 ੴ㟒௚Ұɾґޫਖ਼఩ʮ೔ຊʹࡏॅ͢Δ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀୈೋੈ୅ͷਐ࿏બ୒ͷݚڀʵ2002 ೥౓ௐ
ࠪΑΓʵʯ ʢ2003 ೥ 7 ݄ʣ 
No.185 ۚঢݠɾґޫਖ਼఩ʮ֎ࠃਓͷब࿑ʹ͔͔ΘΔۀ຿੥ෛاۀͷݚڀʯ ʢ2003 ೥ 10 ݄ʣ 
No.210 ԫӳ࿇ɾґޫਖ਼఩ʮதࠃؼࠃऀ̎ੈɾ̏ੈͷ೔ຊ΁ͷҠॅͱब࿑ʯ ʢ2004 ೥ 3 ݄ʣ 
No.211 ੴ࡚௚Ұɾґޫਖ਼఩ ʮ೔ຊʹ͓͚Δ࿑ಇ૊߹ͷ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀʹର͢Δࢧԉ׆ಈͱ૊৫Խ ʢ2004







ʰ͋ͳͨͷྡਓ ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀʱ ʢ౦༸ܦࡁ৽ใࣾʣࢀরɻ 
5  ্ࢁय़ฏʢ1990ʣ ʰ೔ຊจ໌࢙̍ ड༰ͱ૑଄ͷي੻ʱ ʢ֯઒ॻళʣ ɺࢀরɻ 
6  ̞ɽ΢ΥʔϥεςΟϯʢ౻੉ɾຑপɾۚҪ༁ʣ ʢ1987ʣ ʰࢿຊओٛੈքܦࡁʱ ʢ໊ݹ԰େֶग़൛ʣࢀরɻ 
7 ೔ถͷ๵қຎࡲ໰୊͕యܕతͳࣄྫͰ͋Δɻ 
8 ւ֎ͱͷؔ܎Ͱ͸ɺ೔ຊਓͷىݯͷ໰୊΍Ҵ࡞ͷ఻ൖܦ࿏ɺٍഅຽ଒ͷ੐෰ʹؔ͢Δٞ࿦ʹ࢝·Γɺ
தࠃͷจԽɾॾ੍౓ͷҠೖɺ໌࣏࣌୅ͷʮจ໌։Խʯ ʮ੢ԤԽʯ ɺઓޙͷʮຽओԽʯ ʮΞϝϦΧԽʯͳ
ͲΛΊ͙Γٞ࿦͕ͳ͞Ε͖ͯͨɻͨͱ͑͹ɺ࢘അྒྷଠ࿠ υφϧυɾΩʔϯʢ1972ʣ ʰ೔ຊਓͱ೔ຊ
จԽʱ ʢதެ৽ॻʣࢀরɻ 
9 ৄ͘͠͸஛಺তଠ࿠ʢʣ ʰग़ೖࠃ؅ཧߦ੓࿦ʱ ʢ৴ࢁࣾʣ ɺ͓ΑͼՖݟɾ܂ݪʢʣ ʰ͋ͳͨͷྡ
ਓ ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀʱ ʢ౦༸ܦࡁ৽ใࣾʣࢀরɻ 
10 ੢੒ా๛ʢʣ ʰࡏ೔ே઱ਓͷʮੈքʯͱʮఇࠃʯࠃՈʱ ʢ౦ژେֶग़൛ձʣࢀরɻ 
11 ؔ౦หޢ࢜ձ࿈߹ձฤʢ1990ʣ ʰ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀͷब࿑ͱਓݖʱ ʢ໌ੴॻళʣࢀরɻ 
12 ࡔதӳಙʢʣ ʰ೔ຊͷ֎ࠃਓ੓ࡦͷߏ૝ʱ ʢ೔ຊՃআग़൛ʣࢀরɻ 
13 ࡾҪ৘ใ։ൃ(ג)૯߹ݚڀॴʢ1999ʣ ʰࠃࡍతͳ࿑ಇҠಈʹؔ͢Δௐࠪใࠂॻʱ ʢܦࡁاըிҕୗௐ
ࠪʣࢀরɻ 
14 ֎ࠃਓ࿑ಇऀͷ଺ࡏͷ௕ظԽͷ܏޲ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ ๏຿লೖ؅ࢿྉ ʮฏ੒ 14 ೥ʹ͓͚Δೖ؅๏ҧ൓ࣄ
݅ʹ͍ͭͯʯ ʢ๏຿লϗʔϜϖʔδʣΛࢀরɻ 
15  ްੜ࿑ಇলʮ֎ࠃਓޏ༻ঢ়گใࠂʯͷ֤೥౓൛ ࢀরɻ 
16 ٶౡڤʢ2003ʣ ʰڞʹੜ͖ΒΕΔ೔ຊʵ֎ࠃਓࢪࡦͱͦͷ՝୊ʱ ʢ༗൹ֳબॻʣࢀরɻ 
17 ஑্ॏ߂ʢ2001ʣ ʰϒϥδϧਓͱࠃࡍԽ͢Δ஍Ҭࣾձʕډॅɾڭҭɾҩྍʱ ʢ໌ੴॻళʣ ɺࢀরɻ 
 
 